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MOVING OPPORTUNISM TO THE BACK SEAT:
BOUNDED RATIONALITY, COSTLY CONFLICT, AND

HIERARCHICAL FORMS

NICOLAI J. FOSS
Copenhagen Business School and Norwegian School of Economics

LIBBY WEBER
University of California, Irvine

We augment transaction cost economics’ bounded rationality assumption with heuris-
tics (framing) and cognitive biases to expand the understanding of hierarchical gover-
nance in the theory. In transaction cost economics opportunism traditionally takes the
front seat, while bounded rationality is primarily relegated to the support role of in-
voking incomplete contracts. The theory also suggests that hierarchical governance
effectively mitigates opportunism-based transaction costs, making it difficult to explain
why hierarchies are not always used. However, when an augmented bounded ratio-
nality assumption is incorporated into transaction cost economics, we argue, first, that
bounded rationality is a separate source of transaction costs and, second, that these
costs are not equally mitigated by all forms of hierarchy. Instead, different hierarchical
forms are associated with particular frames and social referents that naturally enhance
specific bounded rationality–based conflicts, allowing certain hierarchical forms to
mitigate bounded rationality–based transaction costs better than others. As a result,
bounded rationality takes a front seat in the theory, addressing prior critiques of the
theory, expanding the governance questions addressed by the theory, and creating
a new moderating role for asset specificity in internal exchanges.

In transaction cost economics (TCE), contracting
issues only arise when both bounded rationality
and opportunism are present. Although both be-
havioral assumptions are considered essential in
TCE, we suggest that the focus is primarily on miti-
gating opportunism-based transaction costs, while
those thatarise frombounded rationalityare largely
ignored. As a result, opportunism takes a front seat
in the theory, with bounded rationality relegated to
the explanatory backseat. We argue the imbalance
occurs because the bounded rationality assump-
tion is underdeveloped in TCE, focusing only on

processing capacity limits, which lead to incom-
plete contracts (Foss, 2003). By augmenting the
bounded rationality assumption with heuristics
(specifically frames) and cognitive biases,wemove
bounded rationality to the front seat, allowing us to
address a long-standing critique of hierarchy in
TCE, to extend the theory to choices between in-
ternal governance forms, and to uncover a new role
for asset specificity in internal exchanges.
Critics have challenged that TCE does not ade-

quately explain when hierarchies may fail (why all
transactionsarenotorganized in firmsasopposed to
other governance forms) and, therefore, the limits of
hierarchy (e.g., Gibbons, 2010; Grossman & Hart,
1986; Nickerson & Zenger, 2008; Zenger, Lazzarini, &
Poppo, 2002). Instead, TCE scholars consider hierar-
chy to be an effective governance mechanism to
mitigate opportunism-based transaction costs. Ad-
ditionally, the theoryconsidersall formsofhierarchy
equally efficient at mitigating these costs, despite
the fact there aremany different types of hierarchy.1

We thank participants of the 2013 Academy of Management
annual meeting, the 2013 Atlanta Competitive Advantage Con-
ference, the 2013 Strategic Management Society Conference, and
the 2014 INFORMSConference in theOrganization Science Track
for their constructive comments that helped usdevelop the paper.
Additionally, we thank participants of the Emory University Col-
loquia Series and the Syracuse University Colloquia Series and
attendees at the internal seminars at Bocconi University, Saı̈d
Business School, and University of California, Irvine for their in-
sightful comments. We are especially grateful to our anonymous
reviewers and former associate editor Cindy Devers for their
guidance, which we feel improved the article significantly. We
also particularly thank Phil Bromiley and Margarethe Wiersema
for their feedback on the manuscript during its development.

1 The exception is the insight that the multidivisional form
(M-form) more effectively mitigates managers’ bounded ratio-
nality arising from “communication overload” (Williamson,
1985: 281).
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We argue that an underdeveloped bounded ratio-
nality assumption leads to this simplistic view of
hierarchy, since bounded rationality–based trans-
action costs are not considered in governance
decisions.

Although TCE has been augmented in various
ways over the last decades (e.g., Bromiley & Harris,
2006; Mayer & Argyres, 2004; Nickerson & Zenger,
2004; Weigelt & Miller, 2013; Williamson, 2000),
cognitive influences informed by advances in psy-
chology and neuroscience have largely been ig-
nored (for an exception see Weber & Mayer, 2014),
even though Simon (1997: 80) himself viewed sys-
tematic information distortions as part of bounded
rationality. Augmenting TCE’s bounded rationality
assumption with heuristics (simplified models of
reality, such as frames, that help individuals and
groups make sense of a complex world) and cog-
nitivebiasesallowsus toexpandbeyond its current
ex ante function of explaining why contracts are
incomplete to an important ex post role as a source
of “maladaptation costs,” a major focus in TCE
(Williamson, 2000). The key idea is that frames and
biases, which are linked to different hierarchal
forms, may give rise to costly conflicts that are en-
tirely rooted in bounded rationality, as opposed to
opportunism. Specific hierarchical forms—notably,
the unitary, multidivisional, and project matrix
forms—exacerbate or attenuate such conflicts to
different degrees, which implies that the choice of
hierarchical form becomes important for minimiz-
ing bounded rationality–based transaction costs.

Augmenting the bounded rationality assump-
tionmoves it to the front seat in TCE, since it plays
a much more substantial role in the theory. Note
thatwedo not seek to eliminate opportunism from
TCE. Instead, we argue that bounded rationality
is analternative source for significant transaction
costs, even in the absence of opportunism. Thus,
we argue that bounded rationality has a main
effect on transaction costs, whereas opportunism
only leads to transaction costs in the presence of
bounded rationality. Relatedly, we argue that the
traditional TCE transaction dimensions of un-
certainty, frequency,andassetspecificitymayhave
different effects on bounded rationality–based
transaction costs than on traditional opportunism-
centric TCE.

In sum, we make three overall contributions to
organizational theory in general and TCE specif-
ically. First, we propose that transaction costs
may be caused by bounded rationality–based
conflict rather than blatant opportunism, since

inherent intergroup conflict and unintentional
misunderstandings can be just as costly. Second,
we argue that different hierarchical forms facili-
tate specific cognitive frames and biases, linking
them to particular bounded rationality–based
conflicts. Third, we posit that some hierarchical
forms mitigate bounded rationality–based trans-
action costs better than others.

BOUNDED RATIONALITY IN TRADITIONAL TCE

TCE rests on two behavioral assumptions: op-
portunism and bounded rationality (Williamson,
1985). Bounded rationality prevents parties from in-
cludingall relevant contingencies in their contracts,
while opportunism suggests that the exchange
partner may take advantage of the incomplete con-
tract. Without bounded rationality, market con-
tracting can coordinate all economic activity and
handle all problems of misaligned incentives, elim-
inating the need for discriminant analysis of differ-
ent governance structures (themain interest of TCE;
Williamson, 1996: 36).
Given its purported centrality in the theory, one

may expect bounded rationality to be precisely
defined in the TCE literature (cf. Suddaby, 2010).
Williamson usually quotes Simon’s statement
that man is “intendedly rational, but limitedly so”
(Simon, 1947: xxiv). However, this is not a precise
definition but simply an acknowledgment that
rationality is not maximized.2 We suggest that
the vague definition results in a one-dimensional
bounded rationality assumption in TCE that takes
a back seat to opportunism. That is, once bounded
rationality (defined as processing capacity limi-
tations) makes contracts incomplete, it is no lon-
ger considered in the theory. Instead, the focus
in traditional TCE is primarily on mitigating
opportunism-based transaction costs in the pres-
ence of incomplete contracts through efficient
governance choice. Conversely, we argue that
if TCE’s bounded rationality assumption is ex-
panded to include all components of bounded
rationality (i.e., processing capacity limitations,
cognitive economizing in the form of heuristics,
and cognitive biases), it can play a much more
central role in the theory.

2 Williamson also refers to Simon’s later work (e.g., Simon,
1957), noting that bounded rationality “involves neurophysio-
logical limits on the one hand and language limits on the
other” (Williamson, 1975: 21), but does not specify these limits.
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Components of Bounded Rationality

Bounded rationality is one of the few behavioral
assumptions shared bymostmanagement scholars
across a broad range of management research
fields (March 1994; Mumby & Putnam, 2002). It has
three interrelated dimensions (Foss, 2003; Simon,
1997): (1) processing capacity (e.g., Simon, 1947), (2)
cognitive economizing (e.g., Fiske & Taylor, 1991;
Simon, 1990), and (3) cognitivebiases (e.g., Tversky&
Kahneman, 1974). These threeaspectsprogressively
build on each other to bound human rationality.

Processing capacity. First, the human capacity
to interpret and process information is quite limited
(Simon, 1990: 7). These bounds arise in the form of
physical limitations on short-term working memory
(e.g., Feather, 1999; Lisman & Idiart, 1995) and atten-
tion (e.g., Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977), which translate
into “limited foresight, imprecise language, thecosts
ofcalculatingsolutionsandthecostsofwritingdown
a plan” (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992: 128). They make it
impossible for the human brain to process all of the
information that may be pertinent to a particular
decision (Simon, 1947), restricting the quantity of in-
formation processed during a decision.

Cognitive economizing. Simon (1990: 6) argued
that humans must use approximate methods to
handle most tasks because of limits on their com-
puting speed. As a result, humans act as cognitive
misers (Fiske & Taylor, 1991), relying on shortcuts
called heuristics to organize a subset of the infor-
mation, instead of systematically processing all
of the available information (Gigerenzer, 2003).
Heuristics,which include frames (Gigerenzer, 2003)
and stereotypes (Bodenhausen & Wyer, 1985), are
considered highly functional, allowing humans to
make decisions in a complex world (Gigerenzer,
Todd, & ABC Research Group, 1999; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974; Winkler & Murphy, 1973).

Cognitive biases. Although heuristics generally
assist decision making, they can also lead to large
systematic errors in judgment (Tversky & Kahneman,
1974).Thesecognitivebiasesunconsciouslydistort the
information that is processed (Dutton& Jackson, 1987),
rather than impacting the amount of information pro-
cessed.Examples includethefundamentalattribution
error (Jones & Harris, 1967), self-serving bias (Heider,
1958), and confirmation bias (Wason, 1960).

Augmenting the Traditional Bounded
Rationality Assumption

Over the last six decades, bounded rational-
ity research has evolved from the introduction

of satisficing (i.e., Simon, 1947) to the examina-
tion of heuristics (e.g., March & Simon, 1958;
Newell & Simon, 1972) to the investigation of
biases and errors arising from cognitive short-
cuts (e.g., Pohl, 2004; Tversky & Kahneman,
1974). This evolution was driven by advances
in evolutionary psychology, social psychology,
and neuropsychology (e.g., Cowan, 2000; Shiffrin &
Schneider, 1977) and by behavioral and experi-
mental economics (e.g., Fox & Tversky, 1995;
Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Despite such ad-
vances in bounded rationality research, TCE’s
traditional bounded rationality assumption only
incorporates processing capacity, the most basic
of the three components (cf. also Mahoney &
McGahan, 2007).
Williamson was quite explicit about this

choice, arguing that there are two forms of
economizing on bounded rationality: heuristic
problem solving and discriminant alignment of
governance structures. Williamson’s argument
was that the former is not related to the central
focus of TCE—assigning transactions to gov-
ernance structures in a discriminating way
(Williamson, 1985: 46). Thus, Williamson ex-
plicitly chose to omit heuristics and cognitive
biases from the bounded rationality assump-
tion in TCE because he felt they do not have
a significant impact on governance choice.
Embracing this one-dimensional bounded ra-

tionality assumption has three main implications
for the theory. First, it limits the role of bounded
rationality in TCE to simply making complex
contracts incomplete (Williamson, 2000), which
fundamentally makes bounded rationality an
auxiliary assumption. As a result, it is not fully
integrated into the theory, suggesting that man-
agers are otherwise sufficiently rational to imple-
ment efficient governance structures (Williamson,
1985). Additionally, transaction costs in TCE are
primarily based on opportunism rather than
bounded rationality. Holdup and shirking, clearly
arising from opportunism in the face of in-
complete contracts, are key drivers of governance
decisions in TCE (Williamson, 1985), while in-
formation processing costs (the only bounded
rationality–based transaction costs considered)
play much less of a role (Williamson, 1985). Fi-
nally, the one-dimensional bounded rationality
assumption results in an overly narrow un-
derstanding of hierarchy in TCE, since it is an
implicit assumption that all forms of hierarchy are
equally efficient at mitigating opportunism-based
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transaction costs, despite the fact that there are
many different types of hierarchy to choose from
when internalizing a transaction.3

Although TCE has been augmented in various
ways over the last decades, including new “shift
parameters” (e.g., institutions; Williamson, 2000),
trust (Bromiley & Harris, 2006), problem solving
(Nickerson & Zenger, 2004), learning (Mayer &
Argyres, 2004), knowledge flows (Weigelt & Miller,
2013), and hybrid forms (Williamson, 1996), cogni-
tive influences informed by advances in psychol-
ogy and neuroscience have largely been ignored
(Foss, 2003; for an exception see Weber & Mayer,
2014). We argue that when cognitive economizing
(heuristics) and cognitive biases (the two missing
components) are incorporated into TCE’s bounded
rationality assumption, this can lead to transac-
tion costs, even in the absence of opportunism
(e.g., costs arising from different interpretations, as
opposed to deliberate opportunism). Specifically,
we argue that this addition expands the concept
ofhierarchybyaddressinga long-standingcritique
in TCE, extending the theory’s standard applica-
tions to internal governance choice, and uncover-
ing a new role for asset specificity in internal
exchanges.

LINKING HIERARCHAL FORMS TO SPECIFIC
FRAMES AND COGNITIVE BIASES

Several research streams suggest that different
organizational forms are systematically associ-
ated with specific cognitive factors. First, organi-
zational theorists argue that firm structure and
control (the concrete form that governance takes)
determine where boundedly rational organiza-
tional members allocate their scarce attention
(March & Simon, 1958). Ocasio (1997) expands this
idea, proposing an attention-based theory of the
firm. Additionally, Nickerson and Zenger (2004) ar-
gue that different hierarchical forms are systemat-
ically associated with specific problem-solving

heuristics and therefore vary in how well they
address different types of problems.4

We argue that this logic can be extended to differ-
ent hierarchal structures.While traditional TCE often
focuses on “simple hierarchy” (i.e., hierarchies with
merely a single supervisor/manager; Williamson,
1975), this hierarchical form is only a temporary
state formost firms, since they quickly grow too large
to be managed by a single person. As such, we ex-
amine the link between more complex forms of
hierarchy—the unitary form (organized by function),
themultidivisional form (organized by products), and
the project matrix form (a hybrid of both function and
project)—and cognitive elements.5 Expanding on the
prior link between organizational forms and cogni-
tive elements and taking into account an expanded
bounded rationality assumption,we focus on linking
different hierarchal forms to particular frames (one
of many potential heuristics) and cognitive biases.

Frames

Cognitive frames are heuristics (Gigerenzer,
2003) that allow humans with limited processing
capacity to make sense of their complex world
(Bateson, 1972;Goffman, 1974). Framesactas lenses
that restrict the information set for a decision by
directing attention to specific items and away from
others (Entman, 1993). While frames are ultimately
held by individuals (Goffman, 1974), organizational
structure can act as a frame because its “charac-
teristics organize a vast array of stimuli in thework
setting to delimit a situation” (Herman, Dunham, &
Hulin, 1975: 231), leading to shared interpretations
at the group or organizational level (e.g., Isenberg,
1986; Kaplan, 2008).
Variations in keyorganizational characteristics

(e.g., physical segregation, group membership,
incentives, and information flow) systematically
guide howmembers interpret information (Whitford,
2006). Additionally, variation in other structural ele-
ments (e.g., career paths/mobility and socialization)

3 The one exception to this issue is when Williamson dis-
cusses the change from the U- to the M-form (Chandler, 1962).
Here he points out that “bounds of rationality were reached as
the U-form structure labored under a communication overload
while the pursuit of subgoals by the functional parts . . . was
partly a manifestation of opportunism” (Williamson, 1985:
280–281). In contrast, the M-form organization allows for better
monitoring of subunits, moves more operational control to
these units, and permits the corporate headquarters to con-
centrate on long-run strategic issues.

4 In other work Nickerson and Zenger (2008) illustrate the
impact that social comparison, a boundedly rational cognitive
process, has on the boundaries of the firm. They argue that
envy leads to social comparison costs, which are better miti-
gated outside the boundaries of the firm. As such, Nickerson
and Zenger support the view that bounded rationality can
impact governance choice.

5 Although other hierarchal forms exist, these particular
hierarchical forms represent a natural startingpoint to expand
our understanding of hierarchy in TCE, because so many or-
ganizational theorists take themasorganizational ideal types.
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influences the strength of these frames. See Table 1
for a summary of structural differences across
the U-form, M-form, and project matrix.

Moreover, different organizational forms shape
members’ prior experiences and/or identifica-
tion with specific frame elements, making some
frames more salient (stronger) than others. Since
stronger frames have a more significant impact
on cognition (Benford & Snow, 2000), organiza-
tional form also influences the extent to which
different frames impact members’ cognition. As
a result, different hierarchal structures promote
specific frames and directly influence their sa-
lience levels.

Cognitive Biases

Cognitive biases are systematic errors that
arise from the use of heuristics, such as frames
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Although there are
many different cognitive biases, social compari-
son biases are particularly important in the con-
text of hierarchy (Nickerson& Zenger, 2008). These
biases can arise at the individual level (superi-
ority bias, egocentric bias, and self-serving bias)
or group level (ingroup bias), depending on
whether the organizational structure invokes the
employee’s individual or group identity (Brewer &
Gardner, 1996).

Similar to frames, differences in organizational
structure impact activation of a group or indi-
vidual identity. The stability of group member-
ship and the identity and salience of referents
directly impact which social comparisons or-
ganizational members make and their related
biases. See Table 2 for a summary of the drivers

of specific identity levels across different hierar-
chal forms.
When hierarchical forms highlight individuals’

differences through interpersonal competition,
individual incentives, and transient group mem-
berships, an individual identity (a self-conception
composed of the individual’s personal character-
istics as compared to others’ personal charac-
teristics; Brewer & Gardner, 1996) is activated
(Brickson, 2000). Under this identity, individuals
tend to compare themselves to other individuals
(Brewer & Gardner, 1996), leading to individual-
level social comparisonbiases. In contrast, a group
identity (a more inclusive self-conception based
on similarities to others; Brewer & Gardner, 1996)
is activated when group membership is empha-
sized and group performance is incentivized
(Brickson, 2000). As a result, employees compare
membersof theirgroup tomembersof othergroups
(Brewer & Gardner, 1996), leading to group-level
social comparison biases. Thus, specific hierar-
chical forms are associated with particular social
comparison biases.
To understand how different frames and cog-

nitive biases emerge in different hierarchical
forms, we must examine their structural charac-
teristics, including physical segregation, group
membership, incentives, information flow, career
paths/mobility, socialization, and referent groups.
These structural characteristics shape em-
ployees’ attention (Ocasio, 1997), activating par-
ticular frames and levels of social identity
(individual or group) that lead to specific social
comparison biases (Brewer & Gardner, 1996).
Based on this analysis, our first set of propositions
linksdifferent typesofbounded rationality–based

TABLE 1
Underlying Drivers of Specific Frames in Different Hierarchical Forms

Drivers Unitary Multidivisional Project Matrix

Physical
segregation

By function By product division None or by project

Group
membership

Functional Product division Project

Incentives Functional level Business unit level Individual level
Information flow Functional silos (insular) Business unit silos (less insular) Between project groups
Socialization Starts with formal education;

continues in functional area
Within business unit, but
weaker indoctrination

Individual level; adept at integrating
different views

Career path Careers within a single function Business unit–specific careers
cutting across functional areas

Career path for individual specialist

Mobility Low Medium High
Frame Functional Divisional Individual
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conflict to different hierarchal forms as a result
of frame misalignment and social comparison
biases: (1) interpretation-based conflict stemming
from nonoverlapping incompatible frames, (2)
evaluation-based conflict arising from social
comparison biases at different levels, and (3) role-
based conflict arising from nonoverlapping com-
patible frames and a highly salient social referent.
Although this list is not exhaustive, it captures
important sources of bounded rationality–based
conflicts in hierarchical exchanges. See Table 3
for an overview of the cognitive bases of these
bounded rationality–based conflicts in each hier-
archical form.

In our second set of propositions, we examine
how the expanded bounded rationality assump-
tion shifts asset specificity from its traditional role
as a transaction hazard leading to opportunism-
based transaction costs toamoderator of cognitive
conflict levels in internal exchanges. Specifically,
we suggest that increasing the level of unilateral
asset specificity in internal transactions increases
bounded rationality–based transaction costs. In
contrast, we argue that increasing bilateral asset

specificity decreases these same costs. These
predictions concerning the impact of asset speci-
ficity extend the traditional prediction that high
asset specificity leads to internalization of the
transaction (Williamson, 1985).
Prior to presenting our propositions, we define

boundary conditions for our theorizing. First, we
address only transactions most efficiently gov-
erned by hierarchy—those characterized by high
levels of asset specificity, frequency, and un-
certainty (Williamson, 1985, 1996)—although we
do address the consequences of variance even on
the high end of the spectrum for asset specificity
(in formal propositions) and uncertainty (in a brief
discussion). Second, we have understandably not
addressed all of the vast number of cognitive
conflicts that may have an impact on hierarchical
forms. Bounded rationality–based conflict in-
cludes any disagreement that arises from the
use of heuristics or cognitive biases (Foss, 2003;
Simon, 1997). Because of the plethora of heuristics
and biases that people unconsciously use in the
context of intraorganizational exchanges, the list
of potential bounded rationality–based conflicts

TABLE 2
Underlying Drivers of Social Comparison Biases in Different Hierarchical Forms

Drivers Unitary Multidivisional Project Matrix

Identity-level activation Group Group Individual
Group membership stability Permanent Semi-permanent Temporary
Referent groups Other functional areas Other divisions Other individuals
Referent group salience Strong Weaker Strong
Bias level Intergroup Intergroup Interpersonal

TABLE 3
Cognitive Bases of Conflict Across Hierarchical Forms

Conflict Type Hierarchical Form Bases Likelihood

Interpretation Unitary Nonoverlapping, incompatible functional frames High
Multidivisional Nonoverlapping divisional frames with compatible functional frame

elements
Medium

Project matrix Nonoverlapping individual frames with compatible elements Low
Role Unitary Incompatible, nonoverlapping functional frames; high referent salience

and social projection
Low

Multidivisional Weaker divisional frames with compatible functional frame elements;
low referent salience and social projection

Medium

Project matrix Compatible elements of individual frames; high referent salience and
social projection

High

Evaluation Unitary High outgroup salience, intergroup and group-serving biases High
Multidivisional Lower outgroup salience Low
Project matrix High outgroup salience, superiority, egocentric and self-serving biases High
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is extensive. Therefore, we focus on conflicts that
have themost significant and direct bearing on the
hierarchical form’s ability to efficiently govern an
internal transaction (i.e., those based on framing
heuristics and social comparison biases). Finally,
we focus on three hierarchal forms out of the many
different possible organizational arrangements.
The U-form and the M-form are natural choices for
assessing the impact of an augmented bounded
rationalityassumptiononhierarchy, asWilliamson
(1985) himself contrasted them in traditional TCE.
Because we also wish to discuss a hierarchal form
that blends characteristics of both the U-form
(function based) and the M-form (product based),
we focus on a matrix organization. Specifically, we
chose to examine a project-basedmatrix because it
is a hybrid form that crosses elements of both the
U-form and M-form, which parallels Williamson’s
(1985) original governance continuum with two
distinctendpointsandanintermediatehybrid form.

Interpretation-Based Conflict

Frames (e.g., Goffman, 1974; Kaplan, 2008)
and the verbal codes that arise from them
(Williamson, 1975) act as tools for interpreting in-
formation in exchanges. Both give meaning to
expected andunexpected events in the exchange,
rendering “what would otherwise be a meaning-
lessaspect of a scene into somethingmeaningful”
(Goffman, 1974). When the actors in the exchange
share both a dominant frame and similar verbal
code (e.g., language or set of accepted acronyms),
they develop a shared understanding of these
events, aswell asa common languagewithwhich
to discuss it. However, when their frames and/or
codes do not overlap or, even worse, are in-
compatible, there is great potential for a differ-
ence in interpretation, which will likely lead to
interpretation-based conflict and, as a result,
significant transaction costs in the exchange
(Cronin & Weingart, 2007; Weber & Mayer, 2014).
Structural differences across hierarchal forms
lead to the emergence of specific types of frames
with differing levels of compatibility, as well as
variations in capabilities for negotiating a com-
mon frame between internal exchange parties.

U-form. A U-form hierarchy is organized along
functional lines. For example, Netflix has six func-
tional divisions: (1) marketing, (2) human resources,
(3) operations, (4) finance, (5) product development,
and (6) content development. The structural char-
acteristics of a unitary hierarchy like Netflix lead to

functional-level frames (view of the world; see the
“Unitary” column in Table 1). First, the physical
segregation of employees into different functional
groups focuses their attention on the tasks and
goals required for that particular function (Ocasio,
1997). This segregation highlights membership
within a specific functional group, leading to the
development of shared frame elements through the
process of depersonalization—the domination of
group identity over individual identity (Turner,
Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Addi-
tionally, functional-level incentives inaU-formlead
employees to focuson functional-levelperformance
rather than their own individual performance
(Ocasio, 1997). Again, this focus naturally influ-
ences the employees so that they view the world
from their functional area’s perspective rather
than from an individual perspective. Finally, the
information flow in a unitary hierarchy is largely
siloed within each function, which prevents em-
ployees in one functional area from being ex-
posed to different views of the exchange (Bercovitz,
Feldman, Feller, & Burton, 2001). As a result, the
functional specialists develop nonoverlapping, in-
compatible frames that are unique to their area,
and they have no overlapping elements with the
other functional areas (Weber & Mayer, 2014).
Nonoverlapping, incompatible functional frames

lead people in different functional areas to have
very different interpretations of the same project
(Schütz & Bloch, 2006). Additionally, they often lead
to different verbal codes, since the same word or
acronym in one business unit canmean something
entirely different in another unit. For example, in
a biopharmaceutical company the acronym PC
may mean “placebo control” in the R&D division,
“preclinical” in the regulatory division, “personal
computer” in the IT division, and “politically cor-
rect” in the HR division (Evans, 2008: viii). As a re-
sult, when two functional areas engage in an
internal exchange, conflict usually arises. For ex-
ample, when the engineering department has to
interact with the marketing department on a proj-
ect, “the laws of physics collide with those of cus-
tomer orientation and market. Misunderstandings
are inevitable. Both hemispheres are so funda-
mentally different in terms of education, language
and objectives” (Schütz & Bloch, 2006: 33).
A functional frame is initially indoctrinated

during the employee’s formal education or train-
ing (Knudsen, 2001). It is further socialized through
the employee’s membership in professional as-
sociations (Morse & Weiss, 1955). Additionally, in
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a typical U-form career path, mobility generally is
limited to advancement within the functional area,
since employees tend to lack the expertise to move
across functional areas (Hax & Majluf, 1981). Thus,
the functional frame is further reinforced through-
out the career of the employee in a U-form or-
ganization. Together, these factors lead to high
functional frame salience (strong functional frames)
in a unitary hierarchy. This salience makes it is
moredifficult for themembers of the two functional
areas to negotiate a common dominant frame for
aparticularprojectbecausebothgroupshavesuch
strong nonoverlapping, incompatible views of the
exchange (Gaertner, Mann, Murrell, & Dovidio,
1989). Thus, interpretation-based conflict is highly
likely to occur in a unitary hierarchy as a result of
conflicting functional frames.

M-form. An M-form is a hierarchy based on
product divisions. For example, Procter & Gamble
has four product divisions: (1) healthandgrooming;
(2) baby, feminine, and family care; (3) beauty, hair,
and personal care; and (4) fabric and home care.
The structural characteristics of a multidivisional
hierarchy such as this lead to the emergence of
division-level frames (see the “Multidivisional”
column in Table 1). First, employees from different
functional areas are physically aggregated within
a single product division, so they aremore likely to
be aware of product division membership than
functional area membership (Turner et al., 1987).
Additionally, product divisions are generally au-
tonomous (Bercovitz et al., 2001), with members
largely viewing other divisions as competition,
which strengthens product groupmembership and
increases the likelihood of a division-level frame.
Division-level incentives also focus employees’
attention on divisional performance rather than
individual or functional performance (Ocasio,
1997), further emphasizing the product division
view of the world. However, employees within dif-
ferent business units simultaneously maintain el-
ements from their individual functional frames. For
example, each business unit has an accounting
division and accountants in division A have very
similar responsibilities to those of accountants in
divisionB.Thus,whenaproject is conductedacross
project divisions, the actors’ frames have some
compatible functional elementsandsomecommon
language to discuss the project. Finally, in-
formation in an M-form flows within divisions
but not across them (Bercovitz et al., 2001), since
competition between them creates little incen-
tive to share information. Thus, divisional group

membership is highly salient in multidivisional
hierarchies, leading to strongdivision-level frames.
For example, when the music, video, and game di-
visions of Sonywere taskedwith creating an online
delivery system, they each interpreted customer
needs differently, leading to the creation of three
different proprietary systems with different looks,
feels, and user experiences, rather than a stan-
dardized platform.
Although divisional membership is fairly sta-

ble, employees in an M-form do occasionally
move across project divisions in their career path
(Gaertner, 1988), leading to greater exposure to
other division-level frames. Exposure to alterna-
tive frameswith compatible elements reduces the
strength of division-level frames. Additionally,
these frames are not indoctrinated through formal
education or professional groups. Instead, the
specific divisional frame only influences behav-
ior as long as the person is employed within that
particular division of a firm. Thus, division-level
frames in an M-form are weaker (less salient)
compared to the functional frames in a U-form
hierarchy.
As a result of these structural elements, di-

visional frames are nonoverlapping, since they
define how different divisions with distinct in-
terests and goals view a common exchange. How-
ever, they are also compatible, because the frames
contain similar functional elements and common
language. Additionally, increased employee mo-
bility inanM-form (ascompared toaU-form)allows
for exposure to different divisional frames, leading
to greater familiarity (Zajonc, 1968), which also
supports greater compatibility. So although sig-
nificant effort is still required to negotiate a com-
mon frame across these nonoverlapping frames
(Kaplan, 2008), compatibility somewhat reduces
this effort (Weber & Mayer, 2014). As a result, in-
terpretation conflict is still likely to occur in an
M-form, althoughata somewhatattenuated rateas
compared to a U-form hierarchy.
Project matrix. Finally, a project matrix is

structured by projects, rather than by products or
functions. PricewaterhouseCoopers is an exam-
pleof a firm thathasaprojectmatrix organization,
with projects formed and then dissolved as they
are completed. Inaprojectmatrix suchas this one,
individual frames emerge (see the “Project Ma-
trix” column in Table 1). Individuals are usually
either not physically segregated or temporarily
segregated based on project team. Additionally,
team membership is transient in this hierarchal
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form, since teams are usually disbanded when
projects are complete, so depersonalization does
not occur (Turner et al., 1987). Incentives in this
type of matrix are also largely determined on the
basis of individual performance within the proj-
ect. The projectmanager generally uses his or her
discretion to reward and punish personnel during
the project (Mee, 1979: 33), and individual team
members are reassigned to new teams based on
their prior individual performance within a proj-
ect team, as well as their area of specialty
(Argyris, 1967). Both of these factors further re-
inforce the focus on individual-level performance.
Finally, information flows within and between
projects in a project matrix (Kuprenas, 2003). As
specialists move throughout the organization,
they bring their own view of the project to the
team, based on their prior personal functional
and project experience, further emphasizing
individual-level views of the project.

Similar to a U-form hierarchy, a project matrix
also createsa career path for specialists (Galbraith,
1971).However,unlike theU-form, “thedevelopment
of career paths [is] based onmultifunctional, multi-
business, and multicountry experiences” (Hax &
Majluf, 1981: 429), which are individual-level spe-
cializations, not general functional specialization.
So this structural characteristic of a project matrix
further strengthens employees’ individual-level
frames. In addition, the personal nature of individ-
ual frames makes them highly salient in a project
matrix hierarchy. These frames are familiar to the
individuals and have been reinforced over time
(Benford & Snow, 2000). Thus, individual frames
within a project matrix are strong and significantly
influence behaviors and interpretation in project
team task execution.

However, employees in a project matrix are
skilled at negotiating a common dominant frame
within the project team (Kuprenas, 2003). Because
these individual frames often do not coincide, in-
dividuals in a project matrix organization must
have “strong communication skills andanability to
work in teams” (Kuprenas, 2003: 59) in order to be
able to “establish a common language and un-
derstanding ofmanagement processes” (Kuprenas,
2003: 60). As a result, they develop the absorptive
capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990) required to con-
tinually create compatible frame elements within
their project team (Benford & Snow, 2000). Addi-
tionally, negotiating a common dominant frame is
much more feasible in a small team than across
functional or product divisions because there are

fewer people who need to be recruited to the domi-
nant view of the exchange (Weber & Mayer, 2014).
Project team employees are also likely to have
compatible elements in their individual frames,
having worked with other cross-functional teams
and having already adapted their individual
frames inpriorprojects.Becauseof theseproperties,
a common dominant frame is easier to develop
within a project group in this matrix form than
across functions or divisions in a U-form or M-form
hierarchy.Asa result, employees inaprojectmatrix
are least likely to experience interpretation conflict
in an intraorganizational exchange.

Proposition 1: When a transaction is
governed by a project matrix, the
parties are less likely to experience
interpretation-based conflict thanwhen
governed by a unitary or multidivisional
hierarchy.

Role-Based Conflict

Although conflicting interpretations generally
arise when frames are incompatible, we argue
that another type of misinterpretation can arise if
frames contain compatible elements. Role-based
conflict occurs when two parties simultaneously
believe they own the same part of the exchange,
leading to internal turf wars (Cannon, Achrol, &
Gundlach, 2000).6 Role-based conflict is highly
likely when (1) two parties work together on
a project in which task responsibilities are not
clearly specified and (2) each party assumes that
theother agreeswith its assessment of roles in the
exchange owing to the social projection heuristic
(Allport, 1924). Transaction costs arise from role-
based conflict because the two parties feel justi-
fied laying claim to the task based on their view of
their responsibilities (their frame). When role
conflict occurs, one exchange party can mis-
interpret the other’s intentions, leading to accu-
sations of opportunistic behavior (e.g., shirking or
holdup), even when none was intended. Addi-
tionally, transaction costs arise from duplication
of effort in the exchange and delay of the project,
or even negative exchange performance. We

6 For example, both the print circulation and digital distri-
bution units of the New York Times believed they had juris-
diction to control pricing and distribution of the paper’s
proprietary iPad content, which led to conflict between the
units (Tate, 2010).
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argue that role conflict is a substantial issue in
internal exchanges, since it has a significant
negative impact on organizational performance
(Herrera, Reuben, & Ting, 2014).

Role conflict is traditionally an issue under
contractual governance because contracts are
unintentionally incomplete, owing to bounded
rationality (Williamson, 1985). In contrast, hierar-
chy is viewed as reducing role conflict because

every position in a formal organizational structure
should have a specified set of tasks or position re-
sponsibilities. Such specification of duties, or for-
mal definition of role requirements, is intended to
allow management to hold subordinates account-
able for specific performance and to provide guid-
ance and direction for subordinates (Rizzo, House,
& Lirtzman, 1970: 151).

Additionally, fiat is available to resolve any
remaining disagreements over roles or responsi-
bilities in an exchange (Williamson, 1991, 1998).
However, hierarchymay actually exacerbate role
conflict rather than attenuate it.

Within hierarchy, two forces influence role con-
flict. First, when two individuals share compatible
but nonoverlapping definitions of the exchange,
they may believe that they are responsible for the
same tasks (e.g., Goffman, 1974; Kaplan, 2008).
Second, the problems of role ambiguity can be
exacerbatedbysocial projection (Allport, 1924), an
egocentric bias in which people overestimate
the frequency that others have the same inter-
pretations, judgments, and values as they do.
Social projection occurs more often when the
parties see themselves as similar, such as when
outgroup salience and/or competition between
groups or individuals is lower (Clement&Krueger,
2002; Robbins & Krueger, 2005). Together, these
cognitive factors prevent the actors from ques-
tioning whether their own interpretation of ex-
change responsibilities is shared by the other
parties in theexchange.Asa result, eachpartyacts
on its own interpretation, which leads to role con-
flict. However, different hierarchical forms promote
varying levels of frame compatibility and social
projection, suggesting that some forms are more
efficient than others at attenuating role conflict.

U-form. Functional-level frames, which de-
velop in a unitary hierarchy, are largely non-
overlapping and incompatible because they do
not contain any of the same information, or even
similar information about the exchange (Weber &
Mayer, 2014). Additionally, ingroup and outgroup
membership are very salient in a U-form hierarchy

because the functional groups are very distinct.
Social projection is much stronger toward ingroup
members than individuals who are clearly in the
outgroup (Clement & Krueger, 2002; Robbins &
Krueger, 2005). As a result, a unitary hierarchy re-
duces the likelihood of ambiguous roles in an ex-
change and attenuates social projection, decreasing
the likelihood that people will act on their different
role interpretations if role definitions are slightly
ambiguous. Instead, we argue that members of
different functional groups are likely to pause to
clarifywho is responsible for a particular aspect of
the project, further reducing the possibility of role
conflict under a unitary hierarchy.
M-form. In contrast, multidivisional forms lead to

the development of divisional frames, which are
nonoverlapping. Yet divisional frames are still
compatible, since they contain common functional
elements (Galbraith, 1971). Thus, when an internal
project spans business units in an M-form, the
frames contain compatible role responsibilities,
leading to role ambiguity in the exchange. More-
over, employees in a multidivisional hierarchy are
somewhat more mobile than in a unitary hierarchy
(Gaertner, 1988), leading to greater exposure to dif-
ferent division-level frames, which also increases
frameelement compatibility (Weber&Mayer, 2014),
thus further exacerbating role conflict.
Compatible project division frames also blur

thedistinctionbetween the ingroupandoutgroup.
The reduction in outgroup salience increases the
likelihood that employees in one business unit
will project their beliefs onto members of another
business unit (Clement & Krueger, 2002; Robbins
& Krueger, 2005). So when role ambiguity arises
because of the overlapping frame elements, the
employees in an M-form are more likely to act on
their own role interpretations, in the assumption
that others share these views. For example, if the
contentandsoftwaredivisionsof a firmhavebeen
tasked with creating an app to deliver original
content, programmers in both the divisions may
claim responsibility for creating the functionality
for the app, leading to conflict. As a result, multi-
divisional hierarchy significantly increases the
chance of role conflict in an intraorganizational
exchange.
Project matrix. Finally, under a project matrix,

employees develop individual frames, which
contain elements of all of the responsibilities they
have had during their time in the firm. These in-
dividual frames contain functional frame ele-
ments. However, because more than one person
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from a functional area is on a single project team,
the role a person plays in a project may be decou-
pled from his or her traditional functional role
(Galbraith, 1971), leading to role ambiguity. Indi-
vidual frames also contain compatible role ele-
ments, which increase the likelihood of social
projection, since the similarities rather than the
differences between the individuals are high-
lighted. Additionally, because attention is focused
at the individual level, an outgroup does not exist.
Instead, the other employees that an individual is
working with are all on the same team, so the in-
dividual is more likely to assume that his or her
teammembers will view project responsibilities in
the same way he or she does (Clement & Krueger,
2002; Robbins & Krueger, 2005), further increasing
the likelihoodof socialprojection.Forexample, role
conflict may occur in a project matrix when a mar-
keting person, who has experience using customer
feedback to shape product features in an initial
project, is subsequently assigned to a different
team along with an engineer who believes that
developing product features is her role. As a result,
the potential for role conflict is significantly in-
creased under a project matrix organization.

Proposition 2: When a transaction is gov-
erned by a unitary hierarchy, the parties
are less likely to experience role-based
conflict than when governed by a multi-
divisional or project matrix hierarchy.

Evaluation-Based Conflict

According to Ouchi (1980: 130–131), it is the “de-
mand for the perception of equity that generates
transactions costs” (Husted & Folger, 2004: 721).
When it is difficult to determine each party’s con-
tribution to a task, a perception of equity is absent,
leading to evaluation-based conflict. This conflict
is further exacerbated when incentives are tied to
contribution level. Yet it is often unintentional,
resulting from individual- and/or group-level bia-
ses in estimating ability or share of responsibility
for task success, rather than blatant opportunism.

At the individual level, superioritybias (e.g.,Alicke
& Govorun, 2005) leads individuals to systematically
overestimate their own abilities. For example, in one
survey over 80 percent of U.S. college students in-
dicated that they believed they were in the top 50
percent of safe drivers (Svenson, 1981). This lack of
self-awareness can arise when individuals lack the
skills torecognize theyaremakingerrorsandinstead

draw conclusions about their own performance from
preconceived ideas about their skill level (Dunning,
Johnson, Ehrlinger, & Kruger, 2003). It can also stem
from recall biases, in which others’ performances
are systematically but unconsciously remembered
more conservatively than an individual’s own per-
formance. Thus, the individual honestly believes his
or her own performance is superior to that of others
(Hilbert, 2012).
Relatedly, two individual-level cognitive biases

leadtoconflictwhenpartiesevaluateresponsibility
for anoutcome. First,when twoparties contribute to
a task, egocentric bias (Ross & Sicoly, 1979) leads
each to claim a greater share of the contribution
to the success of the project than an independent
observer would assign. “Such ‘egocentric inter-
pretations’ of fairness (Messick & Sentis, 1985) in-
terfere with dispute resolution because people are
averse to settling for what they consider to be an
unfair agreement (Loewenstein, Thompson, &
Bazerman, 1989)” (Thompson & Loewenstein, 1992:
177). Second, self-serving bias (Heider, 1958) sug-
gests that individuals tend to claim greater re-
sponsibility for successes than failures. As in the
case of superiority bias, these inflated claims may
not actually be opportunistic, although the other
party may interpret them as such.
At the group level, ingroup bias (Brewer &

Campbell, 1976; Tajfel, Billing, Bundy, & Flament,
1971) is the tendency forpeople toevaluatemembers
of their owngroupsmore favorably thanmembersof
other groups. This treatment includes positively
interpreting ambiguous ingroup member behavior
and awarding ingroupmembersmore resources. In
addition, group-serving bias (Forsyth & Schlenker,
1977; Taylor & Doria, 1981) occurs when group
membersmakeinternalattributions for theirgroup’s
positive behavior and external attributions for their
group’s negative behavior, and vice versa for out-
groups. Together, these two group-level biases
lead ingroup members to unintentionally (or in-
tentionally, if accompanied by opportunism) claim
a greater share of success or effort than warranted,
creating evaluation-based conflict. As with in-
terpretation conflicts, choice of hierarchical form
directly impacts whether evaluation-based conflict
is magnified or reduced in the exchange through
differences in individual or group identity activa-
tion, group membership stability, referent groups,
and referent group salience.
U-form. As established above, unitary hierar-

chy activates functional-level identities, lead-
ing to group-level social comparisons (see the
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“Unitary” column in Table 2). The physical di-
vision of specialists in the U-form (Galbraith, 1971)
highlights the element of “us versus them,” in-
creasing the feeling of belonging to a particular
functionalgroup (Hogg&Terry, 2000).Additionally,
the functional-level incentives activate this group
identity by focusing attention on the performance
of the functional area in comparison to others
(Vancil, 1978). U-form employees also generally
stay within a particular functional group through-
out their career (Gaertner, 1988). This long-term
group membership further highlights a group-
level functional identity (Brewer & Gardner, 1996;
Hogg & Turner, 1985; Turner, 1982).

The sense of competition between the groups
also makes the other functional areas natural
referents for comparison (Friedkin & Simpson,
1985). Differences between the functional areas
are further exaggerated because information
flows within a functional group but not across
groups (Bercovitz et al., 2001), allowing “stereo-
types [to] take root and flourish” (Schütz & Bloch,
2006: 36). Stereotypes are also easily adopted in
a U-form because they are well-established in
society (Pelled & Adler, 1994).7 As a result, func-
tional groupmembership and referent groups are
highly salient in unitary hierarchies (Brickson,
2000), so social comparison biases at the func-
tional group level are highly likely to occur in
a unitary hierarchy.

Functional group comparison invokes ingroup
bias (Brewer & Campbell, 1976; Tajfel et al., 1971)
and group-serving bias (Forsyth & Schlenker,
1977; Taylor & Doria, 1981). Under these biases,
an individual in aU-formhierarchy sees his or her
own functional ingroupmembers’behaviorsmore
favorably and attributes this positive behavior to
desirable group characteristics, while simulta-
neously viewing outgroup behavior less favor-
ably and assuming outgroup members’ positive
behavior arises from external factors. So, in a
U-form, members of one functional group may un-
intentionally claim a greater share of success or
effort than they actually deserve, increasing the
likelihood of evaluation-based conflict within
the interorganizational exchange. For example,
when a new product is successfully launched,
R&D may credit its innovative technology for
strong sales, while marketing may attribute these

same sales to its novel campaign, resulting in
conflict about who deserves the largest portion of
the bonuses tied to product performance.
M-form. The multidivisional form physically

segregates employees into product divisions
(Bercovitz et al., 2001), which highlights group
membership at adivisional rather than functional
level (Hogg & Terry, 2000). Division-level incen-
tives further support the activation of a product
division identity (Vancil, 1978). However, an M-form
career path, which cuts across functional areas
but remains largely within the same project di-
vision, allows for somewhat more mobility be-
tween divisions than does a U-form (Gaertner, 1988),
weakening the activation of this identity. Addi-
tionally, employees adopt a production division
identity only during their tenure within the divi-
sion, not during their formal education, which also
results in lower group-level identity salience in a
multidivisional hierarchy than in a unitary hierar-
chy (Hogg & Turner, 1985; see the “Multidivisional”
column in Table 2).
Similar to the U-form, competition between the

groups makes other project divisions the natural
basis for comparison (Friedkin & Simpson, 1985). In
anM-form, information also flowswithin divisions,
but not across them (Bercovitz et al., 2001). As noted
above, different product divisions still contain
common functional information, so it is less likely
that group stereotypes will be embraced (Schütz &
Bloch, 2006). Additionally, product divisions are
somewhat unique to the firm, so established ste-
reotypes of each group do not usually exist at a so-
cietal level. As a result, although divisional group
membership is still salient in multidivisional hier-
archies, the differences are not as strongly high-
lighted, so the referent groups are less salient than
in a U-form.
Because a group identity is activated, parties to

a hierarchical exchange are not comparing them-
selves to other individuals in the exchange. They
are therefore unlikely to fall prey to superiority,
egocentric, or self-serving biases. Additionally,
because referent group salience is weaker than
that in the U-form, group-level social comparison
biases, such as ingroup (Brewer & Campbell, 1976;
Tajfel et al., 1971) or group-serving bias (Forsyth &
Schlenker, 1977; Taylor & Doria, 1981), will be less
likely to occur as compared to the U-form. As a re-
sult, evaluation-based conflict is attenuated under
multidivisional hierarchy.
Project matrix. In contrast, a project matrix

invokes an individual-level identity, leading to

7 An example is the common adage “How can you tell
a salesman is lying?His lips aremoving” (Pelled&Adler, 1994:
24).
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social comparisonswith other people, as opposed
to other groups (see the “ProjectMatrix” column in
Table 2). First, a project matrix hierarchy divides
employees into temporary project teams (Argyris,
1967). However, the transitory nature of project
teams leads to activation of individual-level
identities rather than group identities (Brickson,
2000), since group delineations are not highly sa-
lient. In addition, incentives are largely de-
termined on the basis of individual performance
in a project matrix (Argyris, 1967), so individual
identities are further highlighted. As specialists
move throughout the organization, they bring
unique information to the team, based on their
own prior personal functional and project expe-
rience. Thus, this organizational structure en-
courages the development and dissemination of
individual-level information. The importance of
this distinct information to project success further
supports an individual identity in the project
matrix form (Brewer & Gardner, 1996).

“When a personal [individual] identity orienta-
tion isprimed (activatedormadesalient), people . . .
utilize comparisons with other individuals as
a frame of reference” (Brickson, 2000: 84). In addi-
tion, structural factors of the projectmatrix further
increase the salience of an individual-level ref-
erent. First, employees compete against all other
employees for rewards and desirable assign-
ments in this hierarchal form (Friedkin & Simpson,
1985). This competition is further highlighted by
career paths for individual specialists (Galbraith,
1971; Hax & Majluf, 1981), who advance based on
the aggregation of their professional experiences.
So the individual as the referent is highly salient
in a project matrix.

As a result of activation of an individual-level
identity and highly salient individual referents,
employees in a project matrix are subject to
individual-level social comparison biases—
specifically, superiority (e.g., Alicke & Govorun,
2005), egocentric (Ross & Sicoly, 1979), and self-
serving biases (Heider, 1958). Together, these
biases prompt an overestimation of individ-
ual abilities and claims of greater contribution
or success than warranted, suggesting that
evaluation-based conflict is highly likely in this
hierarchal form. For example, when two software
developers on a project team jointly design a
highly innovative new product, they may spend
significant time and effort shaping manage-
ment’s perceptions of their individual roles in the
project’s success.

Proposition 3: When a transaction is
governed by a multidivisional hierar-
chy, the parties are less likely to expe-
rience evaluation-based conflict than
when governed by a unitary or project
matrix hierarchy.

Asset Specificity

Although the transactions considered here are
high in traditional TCE transaction dimensions
(asset specificity, uncertainty, and frequency),
variations can still exist. It is important to exam-
ine how adding bounded rationality–based trans-
action costs to TCE impacts these key elements.We
argue that both uncertainty and asset specificity
play additional roles when these new costs are
considered.
By expanding TCE’s bounded rationality as-

sumption with heuristics and cognitive biases, we
augment Weber and Mayer’s (2014) previous work,
which adds frames to TCE, leading to an expansion
of the uncertainty concept. Weber and Mayer argue
that when frames are considered, both classic envi-
ronmental uncertainty (informational) and inter-
pretive uncertainty, arising from differences in
parties’ frames, impact the governance decision.
They further suggest that interpretive uncertainty is
generally attenuated under hierarchy.8 Our study
expands their idea of interpretive uncertainty in two
ways. First, we suggest that if more complex hier-
archal formsareconsidered, interpretiveuncertainty
may also arise in intrafirm exchanges. Second, we
suggest that in addition to frames, interpretive un-
certainty can arise from other heuristics, such as
stereotypes, as well as from cognitive biases.
In addition, expanding the bounded rational-

ity assumption creates a different role for asset
specificity than in opportunism-centric TCE. Tra-
ditionally, unilateral asset specificity increases
the likelihood of holdup, since once one party
makes a commitment to the transaction, the other
may hold out for additional payment owing to the
partner’s unilateral commitment to the exchange
(Williamson, 1985). However, when the bounded
rationality assumption is augmented with heu-
ristics and cognitive biases, unilateral asset

8 They also stipulate that informational uncertainty is a
key prerequisite for interpretive uncertainty, since it in-
creases preexisting ambiguity in the exchange. Thus, greater
informational uncertainty leads to greater interpretive
uncertainty.
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specificity increases the salience of frame dif-
ferences. That is, when one party makes an ir-
reversible commitment to the exchange, the
differences between the parties are highlighted,
increasing the “us versus them” element of the
exchange (Ashforth & Mael, 1989), because one
party is now in a more vulnerable position than
the other. As a result, increasing frame salience
raises the overall level of frame-based conflict in
the exchange, irrespective of hierarchal form.
Additionally, because unilateral asset specificity
highlights the parties’ differences, individuals
are more aware of the boundaries between their
group and the outgroup or the other individuals
who are their basis for comparison in the ex-
change (Wilder, 1981). Thus, conflict based on so-
cial comparison biases also increases in the
exchange, regardless of hierarchal form.

Proposition 4a: Increasing unilateral
asset specificity leads to greater levels
of bounded rationality–based conflict
in an internal transaction.

However, the opposite occurs when asset spec-
ificity increases on both sides of the internal
transaction (Williamson, 1985). Bilateral transaction-
specific investments—that is, joint commitments to
a shared project—may increase the “we are in the
same boat” dimensions of the exchange, lowering
both frame and referent salience. Specifically, part-
ners have a high degree of common interest and
their strategies are strongly complementary, which
may lead them toadopt collectivegoalsas their own
(Bacharach, 2006). Thus, bilateral asset specificity
tends to reduce bounded rationality–based trans-
action costs in an exchange.

Proposition 4b: Bilateral asset specific-
ity leads to lower levels of bounded
rationality–based conflict in an inter-
nal transaction.

DISCUSSION

Ourmain aim in this article is tomove bounded
rationality more to the explanatory front seat in
the understanding of economic organization by
arguing that it causes costly conflict that can exist
entirely independent of opportunism. Thus, a key
implication is that bounded rationality alone is
sufficient to discriminate in a transaction cost–
minimizingway between alternative hierarchical
forms. In contrast, many scholars hold that the

assumption of opportunism is strictly necessary
for explaining complex contracting and hierar-
chy. Williamson is explicit on this issue:

The incentive, control, and contract lawdifferences
that define alternative modes of governance . . . all
vanish if opportunism is zeroed out. Thus (1) no in-
centive differences will appear because all mem-
bers of every group subscribe to the same “general
clause”and implement the sameobjective function
in the same fully committed way; (2) all cost-
effective regularities (practices and procedures)
that are adopted by one groupwill also be adopted
by another—whatever the nominal form of orga-
nization (private firm, public bureau, nonprofit,
autonomous market) from which they start; and (3)
contract law differences serve no purpose among
groups all of which share the same purpose and
converge to the same form. Note, moreover, that . . .
conflict and haggling . . . will never appear in
opportunism-free groups . . . every such group will
work out its differences instrumentally (1999: 1099).

We do not question that if, indeed, allmembers of
a group “implement the same objective function in
the same fully committed way,” there will be only
trivial problems of complex contracting and hierar-
chical form left. However, saying that opportunism
is absent does not commit one to the assumption
that members share a common objective function
and that all implement it in a fully committed way.
Thus, self-interested but nonopportunisticmembers
may not implement the same objective function and
mayexhibit different degreesof commitment to joint
goals. We therefore argue that it is not correct that
“conflict and haggling . . . will never appear in
opportunism-free groups.” On this issue we side
with Alchian and Woodward, who in a review of
Williamson (1985) argued that
even when both parties recognize the genuine
goodwill of the other, different but honest percep-
tions can lead to disputes that are costly to resolve.
The point is important because many business ar-
rangements interpreted as responses to potential
“dishonest” opportunism are equally appropriate
for avoiding costly disputes between honest, ethi-
cal people who disagree about what event tran-
spired and what adjustment would have been
agreed to initially had the event been anticipated
(1988: 66).

We have identified additional bounds on ra-
tionality (cognitive economizing and biases) from
the relevant cognitive and social psychology lit-
erature that shed light on how costly disagree-
ments and subsequent conflict can develop
“between honest, ethical people,” which informs
our understanding of the cognitive liabilities of
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hierarchies. Thus, by highlighting the effects of
heuristics and cognitive biases that arise within
and between individuals and groups in different
hierarchical forms, we can better identify how
hierarchy impacts problems caused by bounded
rationality. This insight allows us to make novel
predictions concerning which types of hierarchi-
cal forms inherently increase or reduce specific
types of conflicts based on bounded rationality
rather than opportunism.

Note that we do not argue that opportunism does
not existwithinhierarchy. In fact,weagree that it is
an important element in governance decisions.
However, we focus on an alternative source of
transaction costs that have been largely omitted
from this decision. It may alsowell be the case that
there are subtle interaction effects between boun-
ded rationality–basedconflict andmore traditional
opportunism-driven conflicts featured in the orga-
nizational economics literature. This topic would
be an interesting one to explore in future research.

Complementing and Strengthening TCE

Although we hold that the analysis of hierarchi-
cal form will benefit from a richer conception of
bounded rationality than has traditionally in-
formedTCE,and that toomuchemphasismayhave
been placed on opportunism, this article is best
seenasanextensionofTCEreasoning.Wedo focus
on an unconventional source of transaction costs.
Yet we still suggest that transaction costs can be
minimized by selecting the most efficient gover-
nance form, and we argue that different hierarchi-
cal forms have different capacities for mitigating
(bounded rationality–based) transaction costs.

In fact, we see the ideas in this article as
strengthening TCE’s position against key critiques
(cf. Gibbons, 2010). For example, Grossman and
Hart (1986) hold that TCE exaggerates the ability of
hierarchy to attenuate conflicts and process in-
formation, and they question the usefulness of
the bounded rationality assumption (Hart, 1995).
Williamson comments that the logic underlying
their critique “vaporize[s] ex post maladaptation by
[the] assumptions of common knowledge and cost-
less ex post bargaining” (2000: 605). Common knowl-
edge (e.g., A knows x, B knows that A knows x, A
knows that B knows that A knows x, . . . ad infin-
itum), a key assumption in most formal organiza-
tional economics, flies in the face of bounded
rationality (Kreps, 1996). Thus,Williamson invokes
an argument rooted in bounded rationality to

criticize the argument that hierarchy has no par-
ticular information-handling advantages.
In the context of this discussion, our contribu-

tion further strengthensWilliamson’s position. By
drawing on the cognitive literature and social
psychology literature, we argue that biases and
frames make “ex post bargaining” anything but
costless, since the parties may still arrive at dif-
ferent interpretations, even if they possess the
same information. Additionally, our analysis
suggests that traditional TCE is often rooted in
a simplistic understanding of hierarchical gov-
ernance, where “hierarchy” is compared to “hy-
brid” and “market.” While scholars increasingly
understand that hybrid forms are multidimen-
sional, the same recognition has not yet been
achieved for other governance forms within the
theory. By both augmenting the bounded ratio-
nality assumption and digging deeper to un-
derstand how hierarchical forms are inherently
linked to bounded rationality–based conflicts,
we can better understand internal transaction
costs—long a criticismof TCE (e.g., Gibbons, 2010:
279; Holmström & Roberts, 1998; Nickerson &
Zenger, 2008)—and refine our understanding of
the transaction cost implications of different hi-
erarchical forms. As a result, we can offer more
precise governance predictions based on trans-
action cost logic, as achieved in further dimen-
sionalizing hybrid governance forms.

Future Research

Although the integration of social psychological
features of hierarchical transactions with TCE ar-
guably beganwith Ouchi (1980), very few scholars
have pursued this line of research (e.g., Husted &
Folger, 2004; Nickerson & Zenger, 2008; Weber &
Mayer, 2014). We have extended this literature by
identifyingheuristicandcognitivebiaseffects that
may cause transaction costs inside hierarchies.
While we have focused on those biases and fram-
ingeffects thatweconsider tobemost immediately
relevant for understanding the social psychologi-
cal forces that influence such costs, the body of
literature on heuristics and biases is very large, so
nodoubtothersbeyondthosewehavediscussed in
thisarticlewillalsohaveasignificant influenceon
the costs of hierarchy. Findings on social de-
sirability seem particularly relevant, since hierar-
chal form may determine the extent to which
different social desirability norms exist within an
organization. Decentralized forms may allow for
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more diversity, which may lead to higher internal
transactioncosts.Relatedly,wehaveonlyscratched
the surface of attribution theory with our discussion
of self-serving bias; however, hostile attribution
biases (i.e., individuals’ tendencies to interpret
others’ ambiguous behaviors as hostile) may also
differ across hierarchical forms. The variety in
interpretation depends on how such biases arise
under functional or product division frames, an
issue the research literature is silent about, but
which calls for future research.

Moderating factors at different levels may also
intervene at each step in our argument. In effect,
we have held such factors constant, but future
research should take them into account. For ex-
ample, communities of practice—which may cut
across hierarchical organization (e.g., the same
community may span several divisions)—can be
a factor moderating the extent to which frames
andverbal codesareassociatedwithhierarchical
costs. On a higher level, factors like industry and
technological dynamism and turbulence may
alsobe importantmoderating factors. In turbulent
environments there is a need for fast managerial
decision making. Fast decision making is more
likely to rely on heuristics and readily available
frames and is, as such, more likely to be prone to
cognitive biases, particularly when novel situa-
tions are involved.

Although we have provided a theory of hierar-
chical transaction costs, we have not taken the
step toward developing a full-blown theory of
discriminatingalignment. That is to say,whilewe
have theorized how conflict rooted in bounded
rationality varies systematically with different
hierarchical forms, we have not characterized the
transactions organized by hierarchy beyondwhat
TCE offers on the issue. This means that we have
not theorized which hierarchical form will most
efficiently govern an internal transaction with
certain characteristics. Developing such a theory
requires that transactions be dimensionalized in
ways that go beyond classical TCE (Williamson,
1985; see, for example, Mayer & Nickerson, 2005,
and Nooteboom, 2004).

Finally, we recognize that hierarchical forms
evolve throughpath-dependentprocesses (Argyres
& Liebeskind, 1999) and consist of complementary
elements (Williamson, 1996). This means that hier-
archical forms cannot always be molded to fit
transactions, at least in the short run. Thus,Argyres
and Liebeskind (1999) argue that prior gover-
nance decisions limit a firm’s ability to change its

governance structure, which they call governance
inseparability. Therefore, the hierarchal structure
that a firm has previously committed to may pre-
vent managers from pursuing particular trans-
actions that may misalign with that structure. As
a result, in the long term the firm will likely avoid
these transactions, since it may not be able to ad-
dress the costs that its particular hierarchal form
creates. Alternatively, it may take additional steps to
mitigate bounded rationality–based conflict. For ex-
ample, firms can take steps to reduce interpretation-
based conflict in U-forms or M-forms by creating
special task forces around the relevant trans-
actions that include employees from the involved
functions or product divisions, or by establishing
formalized knowledge-sharing programs that
may reduce interpretive ambiguity.

CONCLUSION

The TCE and psychology research streams that
we draw on are complex and rich in terms of
constructs and findings. Bringing them into direct
contact may seem to be a difficult and risky ven-
ture. However, by starting from key findings in the
relevant bodies of psychology literature that are
likely to have a bearing on hierarchical organi-
zation,we theorize how these cognitive influences
may produce conflict that, in turn, gives rise to
costs of conducting transactions internally.
Following basic TCE logic, we then show how
specific hierarchical forms may mitigate these
problems, thus extending the TCE approach to
treating organization as an “instrument for uti-
lizing varying cognitive and behavioral pro-
pensities to best advantage” (Williamson, 1998:
12). Our propositions demonstrate that this
program produces new insight in hierarchical
organization.
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